FEATURES:
- In-line metering = high ratio accuracy
- Hardened components for high abrasive service
- Processes low viscosity to paste type materials
- Small shot or continuous flow

APPLICATIONS:
- Potting and Encapsulating
- Resin Transfer Molding
- Structural Bonding
- Gasket Forming
- Molding and Casting

2500 Double-Acting with Drive Assist
Available with a wide range of options, including heating and de-airing.
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2500 Series Double-Acting Flow Schematic

Options:
• Shot Control
• Vacuum De-gas
• Heating
• Tank Agitators
• Hi/Low Level
• Portable Cart
• Dynamic Mixing
• Bulk Filling
• Remote Gun

Design Features:

In-line metering assures high ratio accuracy to within 1% by volume

Wet cup reservoirs prevent material contamination and maintain seal integrity

On-board vacuum pump

Available Supply Pumps

55 Gallon Ram Pump 5 Gallon Ram Pump 5 Gallon Pail Pump 55 Gallon Drum Pump